
CHAPTER 18

Measures of Association

Learning Objectives

Atter reading this chapter, you shouid

1	 How correlation analysis may be applied to study
relationships between two or more variables.

2	 The uses, requirements, and interpretation of the product
moment correlation coefficient.

3 How predictions are made with regression analysis using the
method of least squares to minimize errors in drawing a line
of best fit.

4	 How to test regression models for linearity and whether the
equation is effective in tilting the data.

5	 The nonparametric measures of association and the
alternatives they offer when key assumptions and
requirements for parametric techniques cannot be met.
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Bringing Research to Life

M

yra .arrived for an anatyss meotnçj wr'ti

Jnson and found a rouric bald lftt[e man
sitting at Jason's desk, studying the

screen of a laptop computer, strokin g his gray beard
and urniling broadly.

Myra" said Jason, "meet my Uncle Jack.'

'Peaty? At last I meet the famous—or should

say infamous—uncle? I feared you were imaginary."

Reports of my being imaginary are greatly exag-
gerated, fl may oaraphrase Mark Twain.'

It seemed to her he should have been taller. The

ex-biggest panting contractor on Long Island ought

to be more ample, she felt. Maybe he had shrunk

upon retiring to Florida, Uncle Jack was the kind of
unassuming diminutive old fellow who often proved
to have money, or power, or both, though no one
would have guessed.

Uncle Jack began to rub his laptop computer
and grin even more broadly. '1 wanted Jason to see
that I am taking gcoa care of this MindWritef." Myra
thought it was a great box,' but what made this one
so special?

'This little computer," said Uncle Jack, 'has

made me the political kingpin of the Boca Beach

Condominium Association, Phases One and Two,
Not to mention all the widows who want to meet with

me. Which had better not mention, as I have only

been 'Mdowed for a short whie and don't want this

getting back to my boys on Long Island. I gave the

painting business to my tnree boys and—hey. rrn 75

and deserve some fun —I moved to Boca Raton. For
three months I played golf in the morning and sat by
the pool and played cards in the afternoon. For three

months, seven days, I did this. Do I have to tell you? I
was going crazy.

'Then my next-door neighbor Marty 'headed
South,' and his wife gave me his Mind\riter.

Myra tried to imagine what was south of Florida

and why Marty would go there 'Mthout his wfe. Uncle

Jack saw the confusion and explained, "She 'planted

him,' is what I mean, Do you follow me? He died, he
met his 'necessary end,' It I may quote from Julius
Caesar. And what was a widow going to dc with this
Comouter'?

"So now had a laptop, and what was I going to

do with it? Jason came through Boca Raton arid
copied me a program from his com puter, but it was a
statistical program, free from the Internet. That's all he

had that he Could give me without breaking the copy-
right law, a statistical program from the Internet kid
me the guy who had to take statistics three times at
Brooklyn College in 1948, to get a lousy C±.

"Something developed pretty soon. We had a
dirty guy, Sandy Plover, who had come down from

being a big electrical contractor in Jersey and got
himself into condo politics. Sandy had not become
successful up North without developing a sense of

who holds power, what their weaknesses are, and
how the politicians agitate the electorate. Being a
natural-born troublemaker.  waited for his chance
to agitate. Well, the sheriff had launched a statistics
reporting program, and the statistical results had
started to come in Now, it happens there is a creek

that divides our condominium into two halves of
roughly equal population. Oceanside and Gtadeside,

the former being slightly tonier. And it further happens

that the incidence of arrests resulting from police

calls to Oceanside, where he lives, is higher than in
GIadesde."

Uncle Jack wrote the following:

H.: Gladeside residents get special treatment
when it comes to solving crimes and thus live in

a safer environment due to their higher incomes
and greater political power,

H: Gladeside and Oceanside receive the same
attention from the OOiiCC.
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PART IV Analysis and Prnsentatlon of Data

In Gladeside:
Police calls without arrest 	 46
Police calls resulting in arrests	 4	 50

In Oceanside:

Police calls without arrest 	 40

Pollee calls resulting in arrests	 10	 50

doubt that Sandy would have paid attention,

except that in both sides of the condo association

the total number of poice calls happened to be 50,

which made it easy for him to see that in Oceanside
the rate of arrests was twice that in Gladeside."

"Actually," said Myra, "I'm surprised there would
be any police calls in such a tony condo community.'

'We are old,' said Uncle Jack, 'but not dead.

"In any case, Sandy's finely honed political
instincts told him he was going to go nowhere by try-

ing to turn the condo against the sheriff. It would be

much, much better, he saw, to try and turn voters of
Oceanside against those in Gladeside. And so he

decided to complain about the disparate impact of

arrests, though being self-educated, he had never
heard that expression, 'disparate.' All he knew is that

here was an opportunity to make trouble and thereby
make a name, because in Oceanside were mostly

folks moved down from Brooklyn, and in Gladesde

folks from the Bronx, and there was an undercurrent,
if you know what I mean,"

"But the ethics.

meant nothing to Sandy. He told me, 'I think
I am gonna kick some butt and make a name for
myself down here.'

"Right away, you can see his straty. Sandy
thought he would make more mileage by whipping our
side of the association against the other This had

something to do with his wanting to run in a jurisdiction

where elections were not clone at large but on a single-
district basis, arid something to do with his rabble-
.rousing instincts, which had always been impeccable."

Jason interrupted with a minulecture on' the poli-

tics of statistics. "The trouble with the police calls as

an issue is that sheriffs' offices nowadays are well

staffed with statistically educated analysts who know
very well how to rebut oddbaii claims

"Personally, I miss the old days, when if you

worked for the cops, you busted bad guys' heads
and never mind statistics, But I understand nowa-

days you don't mess with crime statistics without one

of the pencil-heads rebutting you, So I punched the

numbers into this MindWriter here to double-check

the stats. I did the obvious first, just what I supposed

a police analyst would have done. I ran a cross-

tabulation and a chi-square test of the hypothesis
that the arrests in Oceanside were disproportionate

to those in Gladeside."
"But," said Myra, "you only have to look at the

numbers to see they are."

'Yes, but what you have there is the 'eyeball fal-

lacy, as my dear old professor called it almost 50

years ago. As I explained to Sandy, 1(0 police

encounters resulting in a few arrests is nothing, nada,

rot a large enough sample to trust a quick peek and

a leap to a conclusion. You run it through the com-

puter, and, sure enough, although the ratios seem to

be out of whack, they are not statistically significant.
You cannot support disparate impact. No way."

Jason said, "Granting that 10 arrests per 50 is

bigger than 4 per 50, Uncle Jack saw that a statisti-

cian would say triat it is not significantly bigger,

would say that it is not disproportionate enough to

convince a scientist that the police were acting dif-

ferently in the two sides of' own, A statistician would

say, wait and see, let tie, stoty unfold, collect a big-

ger sample.'

"How did Sandy accept your explanation, Jack?'

"Like the mad dog he was. To quote my favorite

poet. 'There are chords in the hearts of the most

reckless which cannot be touched without emotion.

"Emerson?" askec Myra
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'Poe," said Uncle Jack'Underrated as a poet.

o' 'erratod as a mystery writer Well, as for Sands he

was ready to shoot the messenger, ve"t. much oott

ered, at first, that I wood not suprort his nolftical

strategy, and he grumbled that 
I
did not understand

such things, that you had to do had to do good,

which I am not sure I agree with and that I was

maybe too much overeducated to ever understand

the need just to get on with investigating issues. Me

overeducated, an English major!

'But I was not interested in right and wrong,

said, and he could be pretty  sure the sheriff would

come roaring back Mth a statistica l analysis to throw

cold water over Sandy.

"Did you bring him around?

"That jerk, come around? Never. He tar, t0 tne

papers, they splashed his numbers all over the third

page of the local section on Monday, and Tuesday

ths' sheriff came back with his experts and made

Sandy look like a to.? . except that it was a slow

news day on Tuesday and the paper gave the story

plenty of !nk, on page one, it you can believe it. So

Sandy was washed up, and I am now the resident

genus. What I do is look at the opponents poling

results and deny their validity for the newspape r s and

TV If the opuosing party is ahead cv a few poll

points I scoff a' the thur'ness ol the margun If their

lead is wide, I belittle the size of the sample an nt -

mate that any statistician would sea through Iben'

Jason provided the schod: tootnOto "Uncle

Jack is colo rful, amusing and good.natureo Ifl

debunking h i opponents poift ann the newspaper

writers. who understand less statsttCS than anyone

ha.e never challenged him to uOstartiOte hs clams

What he learned from me is that statist cs is so corn-

ptcated. and scares so many peop e, that you can

claim or deny anything And he jS LISLJ211Y r ight to

aebunk the polls, since fo r a preelectiorl poltunal soIl

to be taken seriously there has to be a large enough

sample to produce sgrbeant rCSJIts. And there has

to be a b p enough spread between winners and

losers to piotect against a ast-rn:nu'e shft in uoter

sentiment In the smat, crosely contested voting

Precincts of condominium politics, hard ly any poll

can meet two soon Stringent c'iteria.'

"Right, Jason. I sit in the clubhouse and peoule

come over and want to K! ow what I th,nk about the

Middle East. campaign reform. everjthlng. When you

have a computer, to paraphrase Tevya,'they think

you really know.'

Introduction
You might want to review In the previous chapter, we emphasized testing hypotheses of difference. However,

our discussion of	 management questions in business frequently revolve around the stud y of relationships

relational hypotheses in 	 between two or more variables. Then, a relational h ypothesis is necessary. In the

Chapter 2. research question "Are U.S. kitchen appliances perceived by American consumers to be
of better quality than foreign kitchen appliances?" the nature of the relationship
between the two variables ("country of origin" and "perceived quality") is not specihed.
The implication, nonetheless, is that one variable is responsible for the other. A correct
relational hypothesis for this question would state that the variables occur together in
some specified manner without implying that one causes the other.

Various objectives are served with correlation analysis, The strength, direction.
shape, and other features of the relationship may be discovered. Or tactical and strategic
questions may be answered by predicting the values of one variable from those of
another. Let's look at some typical management questions:
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• In the mail-order business, excessive catalog costs quickly squeeze margins. Many
mailings fail to reach receptive or active buyers. What is the relationship between
various categories of mailings that delete inactive customers and the improvement
in profit margins?

• Medium-sized companies often have difficulty attracting the cream of the MBA
crop, and when they are successful, they have trouble retaining them. What is the
relationship between the ranking of candidates based on executive interviews and
the ranking obtained from testing and assessment?

• Retained cash flow, undistributed profits plus depreciation, is a critical source of
funding for equipment investment. During a period of decline, capital spending
suffers. What is the relationship between retained cash flow and equipment invest-
ment over the last year? Between cash flow and dividend growth?

• Aggressive U.S. high-tech companies have invested heavily in the European chip
market, and their sales have grown 20 percent over the three largest European
firms. Can we predict next year's sales based on present investment?

All these questions may be evaluated by means of measures of association And all call
for different techniques based on the level at which the variables were measured or the
intent of the question. The first three use nominal, ordinal, and interval data, respec-
tively. The last one is answered through simple bivariate regression.

With correlation, one calculates an index to measure the nature of the relationship
between variables. With regression, an equation is developed to predict the values of a
dependent variable. Both are affected by the assumptions of measurement level and the
distributions that underlie the data.

Exhibit 18.-I lists some common measures and their uses. The chapter follows the
progression of the exhibit, first covering bivariate linear correlation, then simple regres-
sion, and concluding with nonparametric measures of association. Exploration of data
through visual inspection and diagnostic evaluation of assumptions continues to be
emphasized.

Bivariate Correlation Analysis
Blvariate correlation analysis differs from nonparametric measures of association and
regression analysis in two important ways. First, parametric correlation requires two
continuous variables measured on an interval or ratio scale. Second, the coefficient does
not distinguish between independent and dependent variables. It treats the variables
symmetrically since the coefficient r has the same interpretation as r.

Pearson's	 The Pearson (product moment) correlation coefficient varies over a range of +1
Product Moment 	 through 0 to —1. The designation r symbolizes the coefficient's estimate of linear asso-
Coefficient r	 ciation based on sampling data. The coefficient p represents the population correlation.

Correlation coefficients reveal the magnitude and direction of relationships. The
magnitude is the degree to which variables move in unison or opposition. The size of a
correlation of -+-.40 is the same as one of —.40. The sign says nothing about size. The
degree of correlation is modest. The coefficient's sign signifies the direction of the rela-
tionship; Direction tells us whether large values on one variable are associated with
large values on the other (and small values with small values). When the values corre-
spond in this way, the two variables have a positive relationship: As one increases, the
other also increases. Family income, for example. is positively related to household
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EXHIBIT 18-1 Commonly Used Measures of Association

Measurement	 Coefficient

•	 Pearson Iproduct moment)
correlation coefficient
Correlation ratio (eta)

tnt&vl '•Bisenal
and	 Partial correlationRatio

Multiple correlation

BlvarIac linear regression

Comments and Uses

For continuous linearly related variables.

For nonlinear data or relating a main effect to
continuous dependent variable.
One continuous and one dichotomous variable
with an underlying normal distribution.
Three variables; relating two with the thirds
effect taken out.
Three variables: relating one variable with
two others

Predicting one variable from another's scores,

Gamma	 Based on concordant-discordant pairs: (P -,
proportional reduction in error (PRE) interpretation.

Kendall's tau b	 P - Q based; adjustment for tied ranks.
Kendall's tau C	 P - Q based: adjustment for table dimensions.

Somcrs's d	 P - Q based; asymmetrical extension of gamma.

Speanufl'S rho	 Product moment correlation for ranked data.

Phi

Cramer's V

Contingency coefficient C

Lambda

Goodman & Kruskal's tau

Uncertainty coefficient

Kappa

Chi-square (CS) based for 2 x 2 tables.

CS based; adjustment when one table
dimension > 2.

CS based; flexible data and distribution assumptions.

PRE-based interpretation.

PRE-based with table marginals emphasis.

Useful for multidimensional tables.

Agreement measure.	 -

food expenditures. As income increases, food expenditures increase. Other variables

are inversely related. Large values on the first variable are associated with small values
on the second (and vice versa). The prices of products and services are inversely related
to their scarcity. In general, as products decrease in available quantity, their prices rise.

The absence of a relationship is expressed by a coefficient of approximately zero.

Scatterplots	 Scaflerplots are essential for understanding the relationships between variables. They

for Exploring	 provide a means for visual inspection of data that a list of values for two variables can-

Relationships	 not. Both the direction and the shape of a relationship are conveyed in a plot. With a lit-

tie practice, the magnitude of the relationship can be seen.

A
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EXHIBIT 18-2 Scatterplots of Correlations between Two Variables
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M A N A G EM E N 1	 Exhibit 18-2 contains a series of scatterplots that depict some relationships across
• the range r. -The three plots on the left side of the figure have their points sloping from

the upper left to the lower right of each t-v plot) They represent different magnitudes
of negative relationships. On the right side of the figure, three plots have opposite pat-
terns and show positive relationships.

When stronger relationships are apparent (íçñ- ex'ample, the 7t90 correlations), the
points cluster close to an imaginary straight line passing through the data. The weaker rela-
tionships (±40) depict a more diffuse data cloud with points spread farther from the line.

The shape of linear relationships is characterized by a straight line, whereas non-
linear relationships have curvilinear, parabolic, and compound curves representing their
shapes. Pearson's r measures relationships in ariahles that are linearly related. It can-
not distinguish linear from nonlinear data. Summary statistics alone do not reveal the
appropnateness of the data for the model, as the following example illustrates.

One author constructed four small data sets possessing identical summary statistics
but displaying strikingly different patterns) Exhibit 18-3 contains these data and
Exhibit 18-4 plots them. In Plot I of the figure, the variables are positively related,
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EXHIBIT 18-3 Four Data Sets with the Same Summar y Statistics

10	 804	 10	 9.14	 10	 7.46	 8	 6.58

2	 8	 6.95	 8	 8.14	 8	 6.77	 8	 5.76

3	 13	 7.58	 13	 8.74	 13	 12.74	 8	 7.71

4	 9	 8.81	 9	 8.77	 9-	 7.11	 8	 8.84

5	 Ii	 8.33	 II	 9.26	 U	 781	 8	 8.47

6	 14	 9.96	 14	 8.10	 14	 8.84	 8	 7.04

7	 6	 7.24	 6	 6.13	 6	 6.08	 8	 5.25

8	 4	 4.26	 4	 3.10	 4	 5.39	 19	 12.50

9	 12	 10.84	 12	 9.13	 12	 8.15	 8	 5.56

10	 7	 4.82	 7	 7.26	 7	 6.42	 8	 7.91

Ii	 5	 5.68	 5	 4.74	 5	 5.73	 2.	 -. 6.89

Pearson'sr	 .81642	 .81624	 .81629	 .81652

	

.66654	
r	

.66624	 .66632	 .66671

Adjusted r'	 62949	 62916	 62925	 62967

Standard error	 1.23660	 1.23721	 1.23631	 1.23570

EXHIBIT 18-4 Different Scatterplots for the Same Summary Statistics
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Their points follow a superimposed straight line through the data. This example is well
suited to correlation analysis. in Plot 2, the data are curvilinear in relation to the line, and
r is an inappropriate measure of their relationship. Plot 3 shows the presence of an influ-
ential point that changed a coefficient that would have otherwise been a perfect +L0. The
last plot displays constant values of x (similar to what you might find in an animal or
quality-control experiment). One leverage point establishes the fitted line for these data.

We will return to these concepts and the process of drawing the line when we dis-
cuss regression. For now, comparing Plots 2 through 4 with Plot 1 suggests the impor-
tance of visually inspecting correlation data for underlying patterns. Careful analysts
make scatterplots an integral part of the inspection and exploration of their data.
Although small samples may be plotted by hand, statistical software packages save time
and offer a variety of plotting procedures.

The Assumptions	 Like other parametric techniques, correlation analysis makes certain assumptions
of r	 about the data. Many of these assumptions are necessary to test hypotheses about the

coefficient.
The first requirement for r is linearity. All of the examples in Exhibit 18-2 with the

exception of r = 0 illustrate a relationship between variables that can be described by a
straight line passing through the data cloud. When r = 0, no pattern is evident that could
be described with a single line. Parenthetically, it is also possible to find coefficients of
0 where the variables are highly related but in a nonlinear form. As we have seen, plots
make such findings evident.

The second assumption for correlation is a bivariate normal distribution—that
is, the data are from a random sample of a population where the two variables are nor-
mally distributed in a joint manner.

Often these assumptions or the required measurement level cannot be met. Then
the analyst should select a nonlinear or nonparatnetric measure of association, many of
which are described later in this chapter.

Computation
and Testing of r

The formula for calculating Pearson's r is

r	 - .)(V-V)	
(1)

-	
=	

(N-1)ss	 -

where

N = The number of pairs of cases.

s,, s, = The standard deviations for X and Y.

Alternatively,

r=	
f_Ky

V(x)xy2)	
(2)

since

=
Sy  =

If the numerator of equation (2) is divided by N, we have the covariance, the amount of
deviation that the X and Ydistributions have in common. With a positive covariance. the
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EXHIBIT 18-5 ('omputation of Pearson's Product Moment Correlation

	-17X.M	 16763.58	 8805.95

	

-113.94	 9962.91	 7645.75

	

-38.14	 1638	 0.19

	

-168.04	 15819.29	 ,8862.34

	

501.66	 11892152	 56197.44

	

-269.94	 42742.30	 2507136

	

12036	 19361.11	 25875.94

	

74.86	 -2293.71	 938.81

	

2136	 -82.02	 14.75

	

50.36	 3563.47	 5006.98

Lzy224777.23

= 138419.71

31912.25

12982.32

1454.66

28237.44

251602.56

72867.60

$4486.53

5604.02

456.25

2536.13

1y2 = 422139.76

variables move in unison; with a negative one, they move in opposition. When the
covariance isO, there is no relationship. The denominator for equation (2) represents the
maximum potential variation that the two distributions share. Thus, correlation may be

thought of as a ratio.
Exhibit 18-5 contains a random subsample of 10 firms of the Forbes 500 sample.

The variables chosen to illustrate the computation of r are cash flow and net profits.
Beneath each variable is its mean and standard deviation. In columns 4 and 5 we obtain
the deviations of the X and V values from their means, and in column 6 we find the prod-
uct. Columns 7 and 8 are the squared deviation scores.

Substituting into the formula, we get

224777.23	 9298
- \i3841971 * V213976 -.

In this subsample, net profits and cash flow are positively related and have a very high
coefficient. As net profits increase, cash flow increases the opposite is also true. Lin-
earity of the Variables may be examined with a scatterplot such as the one shown in
Exhibit 18-6. The data points fall along a straight line.

Common Variance as an Explanation The amount of common variance in X

(net,profits) and Y (cash how) may be summarized by ?, the coefficient of determina-

tion. As Exhibit 18-7 shows, the overlap between the two variables is the proportion of
their common or shared variance.

A
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EXHIBIT 18-6 Pkof Forbes SUO Net Profits with Cash Flow

900	 -

oo	 U
•:3

700

600

N
300	 U

I
200

0	 100	 200	 300	 400	 500
Net pn)hts

EXHIBIT 18-7 Diagram of Common Variance

The area of overlap represents the percentage of the total relationship accounted for by
one variable or the other. So 86 percent of the variance in Xis explained by } and vice versa

Testing the Significance of r Is the coefficient representing the relationship
between net profits and cash flow real, or does it occur by chance? This question tries to
discover w he1her our r is a chance deviation fioni a population p of zero. In other situa-
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tions. the researcher may wish to know if significant differences exist between two or
more ,-s. In either case, r's significance should be checked before r is used in other cal-
culations or comparisons. For this test, we must have independent random samples
from a bivariate normal distribution. Then the Z or 1-test may he used for the null

hypothesis p = 0.
The formula for small samples is

=

where

r=,93

n= 10

Substituting into the equation, we calculate r:

.93
=7.03

T1 — 86
8

With n - 2 degrees of freedom, the statistical program calculates the value oft (7.03) at
a probability less than .005 for the one-tailed alternative, HA: p > 0. We reject the

hypothesis that there is no linear relationship between net profits and cash flow in the
population. The above statistic is appropriate when the null hypothesis Slates a coirela-
tion of 0. It should be used only for a one-tailed test. 3 However, it is often difficult to
know in advance whether the variables are positively or negatively related, particularly
when a computer removes our contact with the raw data Software programs produce
two-tailed tests for this eventuality. The observed significance level for a one-tailed test
is half of the printed two-tailed version in most programs.

Correlation Matrix A correlation matrix is a table used to display coefficients for more than two variables.
Exhibit 18-8 shows the intercorrelations among six variables for the full Forbes 500

data set.'

EXHIBIT 18-8 Correlation Matrix for Forbes 500 Sample

1.0000

Cash flow	 3426	 1.0000

Employed	 .3898	 .8161

Market value	 .3642	 . .9353

.et profits	 2747	 .9537

Sales	 .	 .5921	 •7990
4.

Notes All coefficients are statistically significant. pc .01.

1.0000

	

.8106	 1.0000

	.7467	 .9101
	 1.0000

	

.8831	 7485	 .7261	 1.0000
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It is conventional for a symmetrical matrix to report findings in the triangle below
the diagonal. The diagonal contains coefficients of 100 that signify the relationship of
each variable with itself. Journal articles and management reports often show matrices
with coefficients at different probability levels. A symbol beside the coefficient keys the
description of differences to a legend. The practice of reporting tests of the null hypoth-
esis, r = 0, was followed in Exhibit I8-8.

Correlation matrices have Utility beyond hivariate correlation studies. Interdepen-
dence among variables is a common characteristic of most multivariate techniques.
Matrices form the basis for computation and understanding of the nature of relation-
ships in multiple regression. discriminant analysis, factor analysis, and many others.
Such applications call for variations on the standard matrix. pooled within-groups
covariance matrices average the separate covariances for several groups and array the
results as coefficients. Total or overall correlation matrices treat coefficients as if they
came from a single sample.

A correlation coefficient of any magnitude or sign, whatever its statistical significance,
does not imply causation. Increased net profits may cause an increase in marker value,
or improved satisfaction may cause improved performance in certain situations, but
correlation provides no evidence of cause and effect. Several alternate explanations
may be provided for correlation results:

• Xcauses Y

• Y causes X.

• X and Y are activated by one or more other variables.

• X and Y influence each other reciprocally.

Interpretation
of Correlations

You might want to review
the nature of cauo4ion
in Chapter 6.

Ex post facto studies seldom possess sufficiently powerful designs to demonstrate
which of these conditions could be true. By controlling variables under an experimental
design, we may obtain more rigorous evidence of causality.

M A N / G E M E NT

	

	 Take care to avoid so-called artifact correlations, where distinct groups combine
to give the impression of one. The upper panel of Exhibit 18-9 shows data from two

It, r d business sectors If all the data points for the X and Y variables are aggregated and a cor
relation is computed for a single group, a positive correlation results. Separate calcula-
tions for each sector (note that points for Sector A form a circle, as do points for Sector
B) reveal no relationship between the X and Y variables. A second example shown in the
lower panel contains a plot of data on assets and sales. We have enclosed and high-
lighted the data tor the financial sector. This is shown as a narrow band enclosed by an
ellipse These companies score high on assets and low in'sales—all are banks When the
data for banks are removed and treated separately, the correlation is nearly perfect ( 99)
When banks are returned to the sample and the correlation is recalculated, the overall
relationship drops to the mid-80s. In short, data hidden or nested within an aggregated
set may present a radically different picture.

Another issue affecting interpretation of coefficients concerns practical signifi-
cance. Even when a coefficient is statistically significant, it must be practically mean-
ingful. In many relationships, other factors combine to make the coefficient's meaning
misleading. For example, in nature we expect rainfall and the height of reservoirs to be
positively correlated. But in states where water management and flood control mecha-
nisms are complex, an apparently simple relationship may not hold. Techniques like
partial and multiple correlation or multiple regression are helpful in sorting out con-
founding effects.
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EXHIBIT 18-9 Artifact Correlations

With large samples, even exceedingly low coefficients can be statistically signifi-
canL This "significance" only reflects the likelihood of a linear relationship in the pop-
ulation. Should magnitudes less than .30 be reported when they are significant? It all
depends. We might consider the correlations between variables such as cash flow, sales,
market value, or net profits to be interesting revelations of a particular phenomenon
whether they were high, moderate, or low. The nature of the study, the characteristics of
the sample, or other reasons will be determining factors. But a coefficient is not remark-
able simply because it is statistically significant.

By probing the evidence of direction, magnitude, statistical significance, and com-
mon variance together with the study's objectives and limitations, we reduce the
chances of reporting trivial findings. Simultaneously, the communication of practical
implications to the reader will be improved.
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Bivariate Linear Regressions

In the previous section, we focused on relationships between variables. The product
moment correlation was found to represent an index of the magnitude of the relation-
ship, the sign governed the direction, and r 2 explained the common variance. Relation-
ships also serve as a basis for estimation and prediction.

When we take the observed values of X to estimate or predict corresponding Y val-
ues, the process is called simple prediction. 6 When more than one X variable is used, the
outcome is a function of multiple predictors. Simple and multiple predictions are made
with a technique called regression analysis.

The similarities and differences of regression and correlation are summarized in
Exhibit 18- 10.  Their relatedness would suggest that beneath many correlation problems is
a regression analysis that could provide further insight about the relationship of Y with X.

The Basic Model	 A straight line is fundamentally the best way to model the relationship between two
continuous variables. The bivariate linear regression may be expressed as

Y = f3 ±

EXHIBIT 18-10 Comparison otBivariate Linear Correlation and Regression

[__Correiation	 Regrcssin	
1

Meaurernent

L
Nature of
variables

relationship

I
Correlation	

I

The correlation of,
and  produces an
estimate of linear
association based on
Saiflplmg data

Correlation of Y— Xis
the same as the correlation
bctwn the predicted values
of Y and observed values of Y

Coefficient -f	 Proportion of variability of I
determination 	 Explains common	 explained by its least-squares

variance of K and Y	 regression on X
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where the salue of the dependent variable Y is a linear fuiiciin of the corresponding

value of the independent variable X, in the ith ubseiation the slope, O t , and the Y

intercept, g. are known as regression coefficients' Use slopt', is the change in )'for
a one--unit change in X. It is sometimes called the "r i se over run' This is defined by the

formula

1Y

AX

This iste ratio of change () in the rise of the line relative to the runor n'asei alon g the

X axis Exhibit 18- II shows a few of the many possible slopes y oU may encounter.
The intercept. , is the value for the linear function when it crosses the Y axis: it

is the estimate of ) ' when  X = 0. A formula for the intercept based on the mean scores of

the X and Y variables is

-12

Concept	 Tne price of investineni -grade red wine is influenced in several ways, not the least of

Application	 which is tasting. lasting f ront 	 barrel is a major determinant of market en priPfleur Or
futures contracts, which represent about 60 percent of the harvest. After the wine rests

for IS io 24 months in oak casks, further tastine occurs, and the remaining stock is

iii Cased -

Viraiher is widei regarded as responsible for pronotlncernents about wine quality.

-\ Princeton economist has elaborated on that notion. He suggested that just a few facts

about local weather conditions may be better predictors of volta ge French i-cd wines

than the most refined palates and noses: The regression model developed predicts an

auction price index for about $0 wines from winter and harvest rainfall amounts and

a'eiagt' giowing-season temperatures. lnterefingis. the calculations suggested that the

1981) Bordeaux would be on, of the best since 1892. The "guardians of tradition"

reacted h ysterically to these methods yet agreed with the conclusion.

EXHIBIT 18-11 L,,anipfes or Differvtnt Slopes

1)	 2	 4	 5
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Our first example will use one predictor with highly simplified data. Let X repre-
sent the average growing-season temperature in degrees Celsius and Y the price, of a 12-
bottle case in French francs. The data appear below.

X ,	 V

Average Temperature Celsius 	 Price per Case (FE)

Mof

The plotted data in Exhibit 18-12 show a linear relationship between the pairs of points
and a perfect positive correlation, r,,, = 1.0. The slope of the line is calculated:

4000-3000

	

1 X—Xj	 20-16	 4

where the XY, values are the data points (20,4000) and XY3 are points (16, 3000). The
intercept N is —1000, the point at which X = 0 in this plot. This area is off the graph
and appears in an insert on the figure.

	

= V -	 3500 —250 (18) = —1000

Substituting into the formula, we have the simple regression equation

Y=-1000 -s-250X

France's Bodeaux Business Schc A ottas a nasler of OLSn8SS admnstration n the wne sector.
Surprised? Business sstxs twougfxxit Europe are increasingly tailoring their programs with innovative
degrees that respond to the cwrging an*cw1ent of business. in addition to iwne, MBA scialiZatlOnS
focuS on the music industry. Uorytxds, sports management agribusiness, e-busiOeSS. Consulting,
and	 4c-eeofor specs.
wwwfht.com
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EXHIBIT 18-12 Plot of Wine Price by Average Growing Temperature

We could now predict that a warm growing season with 25.5C temperature would bring
• case price of 5375 French francs. P(callod Y-hat) is the predicted value of Y.

= -1000 + 250(25.5) 5375

Unfortunately, one rarely comes across a data set composed of four paired values,
• perfect correlation, and an easily drawn line. A model based on such data is deter-
ministic in that for any value of X, there is only one possible corresponding value of Y

It is more likely that we will collect data where the values of Y vary for each X value.
Considering Exhibit 18-13, we should expect a distribution of price values for the
temperature X = 16, another for X = 20, and another for each value of X. The means of
these Y distributions will also vary in some systematic way with X. These variabilities
lead us to construct a probabilistic model that also uses a linear function. 8 This func-

tion is written

YI =	 + PIX, + C1

where r symbolizes the deviation of the ith observation from the mean, N + 1X,.

As shown in Exhibit 18-13, the actual values of V may be found above or below
the regression line represented by the mean value of Y (F + 1 X,) for a particular value
of X. These deviations are the error in fitting the line and are often called the error
term.
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EXHIBIT 18-13 Distribution of Y for Observations oIX

V

line

Method of Least	 Exhibit 18-14 contains a new data set for the wine price example. Our prediction of Y

Squares from X must now account for the fact that the X and Y pairs do not fall neatly along the
line. Actually, the relationship could be summarized by several lines. Exhibit 18-15
suggests a few alternatives based on visual inspection—all of which produce errors, or
vertical distances from the observed values to the line. The method of least squares
allows us to find a regression line, or line of best fit, which will keep these errors to a
minimum. It uses the criterion of minimizing the total squared errors of estimate. When
we predict values of Yfor each X,, the difference between the actual Y, and the. predicted
' is the error. This error is squared and then summed. The line of best fit is the one that

minimizes the total squared errors of prediction.

Y e2 minimized

Regression coefficients 0 and 0 1 are used to find the least-squares solution. They
are computed as follows:
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Substituting data from Exhibit 18-14 into both formulas, we get

748633.5- (196.1)(35988)

=	 = 216.43€

404377 -

= 3598.8 -(216.439)(1.9.61) = -645.569

The predictive equation is now f = -645.57 + 216.44 X1.

Drawing the Regression Line Before drawing the regression line, we select two

values of X to compute. Using values 13 and 24 for X1, the points are

(= -645.57 + 216.44(13) = 2168.15

Y= 645.57 + 216.44(24) = 4548.99

Comparing the line drawn in Exhibit 18-16 to the trial lines in Exhibit It-i, one can
readily see the success of the least-squares method in minimizing the error of prediction.

Residuals We now turn our attention to the plot of standardized residuals in Exhibit
IS--I?. A residual is what remains after the line is fit or 0, - ). When standardized,

residuals are comparable to Z scores with a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of I. In
this plot, the standardized residuals should fall between 2 and -2, he randomly distrib-
uted about zero, and show no discernible pattern. All these conditions say the mode) is

applied correctly.

FXI-(IRIT 18-14 Data for Wine Price Study

2

3

4

.5

6

.7

8

9

In

E

Mean -

S

Sum of squares (SS)

ILSO

15.70

14.00

22.90

20.00

20.10

17.90

23.40

24.60

25.70

196.10

19.61

4.69

198.25

1813.00

2558.00

2628.00

3217.00

3228.00

3629.00

3886(X)

4897.00

4933.00

5199(X)

35988.00

3598.80-

1135.66

11607511.59

21393.40

4016.60

36792.00

73669.34)

64560.00

72942.90

69559.40

114589:80

121351.80

111614 V

748633.50

42908.82

3286969.00

6543364.00

6906384.00

10349089.00

10419984.00

13169641.00

15100996.00

23980609.00

24334489.00

27029601(X)

1411.21126.00

139.24

246.49

196.00

524.41

400.00

404.01

320.41

547.56

605.16

660.49

4043.77
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EXHIBIT 13-15 Scatterplot and Possible Regression Lines Based on Visual
Inspection: Wine Price Study

- r-

.10	 12 y14	 16	 1	 O	 2: 24	 26	 28
-i	 Tempesature(C)	 .

EXHIBIT 18-16 Drawing the Least-Squares Line Wine Price Study

ai
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Wiat's a 	 FUc<' or ehout 'Nine')

tMrat do Harvard, natu, UCLA, C,oLanLaa, the Keingg Sthxil
of Management at Norttwesteen, Pe sytvar's \'1cin

Business ScndoL and Berkeley's Hans Sthxil of Bess
have in canlT)On? They are anlong a growing rLmb of B-
schcois where wine dubs nave flourished. Some have even
added wine education to the business cuniculum

While rnedkoal research has shown moderate drinking
to reduce the risk of heart disease, that's 031 the appeal for
students who believe that it can be an effective tool for
shaping positive business ralatbnships. Brian Scanlon of
Harvard's Wine & Cuisine Society summed it up lts way:
'Wine knowledge is an ind'spensahle skit in todays biisi
ness environment. If you're at a crucial business dinner and
YOU want to pick the perfect wine to create the right atmos-
phere, you need to know the vintages, the regons and the
best wrremakers.

vineyard owners couldn't be more spOfte. Jack
Cakotsead of Cakebread Cellars, on a *onotlonal tour at
business schools around the country, reported the relaton-
Shp between age and visitation frue03y at trir tasting
room. Almost 70 percent of visitors are s their 20s and
31 Although wine Industry researd forecasts a drop in
wine enthusiasm for 'Generation X, the Uue corporate
executives represent a radicafy different segment.

David Mogridge is on a student team at Berkeley that
bringsin lecturers on a wide range of topics like gcowg,
shipping, legal issues, brandig, and strategy, In an inter-
view with Eric Zelko of Wee Sppctatoi Mondge said play
fully, 'When I think about it, everiflg I teamed in business
scticxJi, I banned in wine class."-

www.wlneepactator.com

EXHIBIT 18-17 Plot of Standardized Residuals: Wine Price Study

Case -10	 -

2
I
4
5
6

8
9

10

-30

Y	 Predicted
OA)	 3.0	 Price	 Price	 Residual

1,813	 1,908.4112	 -95.4112
* .	 2,558	 2,752.5234	 -194,5234

2,628	 2,384.5771	 243.4229
3,217	 4,310.8844	 -1.093.8844
3,228	 3,683.2112	 -4552112
3.629	 3.704.8551	 -758551
1,8863,228.6893	 657.1107

*	 4.897	 4,419.1039	 477.8961

:	 4.933	 4,67k 8307	 254.163
5,199	 4.916.9137	 282.0863

0.0	 3.0

In our example, we have one residual at -2.2, a random distribution about zero, and

few indications of a sequential pattern. It is important to apply other diagnostics to ver-
ify that the regression assumptions are met. Various software programs provide plots
and other checks of normality, linearity, equality of variance, and independence of
e rror. 1O

Predictions	 If we wanted to predict the price of a case of investment-grade red wine for a growing
season that averages 21 °C, our prediction would be

= -645.57 + 211 3899.67
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This is a point prediction of Y and should be corrected fbr greater precision. As with
other confidence estimates, we establish the degree of confidence desired and substitute
into the formula

±	 +	
+ (X -

	

10	 SS

where

= The two-tailed critical value fort at the desired level (95 percent in this
example).

= The standard error of estimate (also the square root of the mean square error
from the analysis of variance of the regression model) (see Exhibit 18-20).

SS = The sum of .quares for X (Exhibit 18- 14).

	

3899.67. ± (2.306)(538.559) / + i_	 (21-19.61)

	

\i	 10	 19825
3899.67 ± 1308.29

We are 95 percent confident of our prediction that a case of investment-quality French
red wine grown in a particular year at 21 C average temperatures will be initially priced
at 3899.67 ± 3308.29, or from approximately 2593 to 5208 FF. The comparatively large
band width results from the amount of error in the model (reflected by r). some pecu-
liarities in the Yvalues, and the use of  single predictor.

It is more likely that we would want to predict the average price of oil cases grown
at 21°C. This prediction would use the same basic formula omitting the first digit (the 1)
under the radical. A narrower confidence hand is the result since the average of all Y val-
ues is being predicted from a given X. In our example, the confidence interval for 95
percent is 3899.67 ± 411.42, or from 3488 to 4311 FF.

The predictor we selected. 21°C, was close to the mean of K (19.61). Because the
prediction and confidence hands are shaped like a bow tie, predictors farther from the
mean have larger band widths. For example, K values of 15, 20, and 25 produce confi-
dence bands of ±565, ±397, and ±617, respectively. This is illustrated in Exhibit 38-18.
The farther one's selected predictor is from X, the wider is the prediction interval.

Testing the	 With the regression line plotted and a few illustrative predictions, we should now gather
Goodness of Fit some evidence of goodness of fit—how well the model fits the data. The most impor-

tant test in bivariate linear regression is whether the slope, P, is equal to zero° We
have already observed a slope of zero in Exhibit 18 -11, line b. Zero slopes result from
various conditions:

• Y is completely unrelated to X, and no systematic pattern is evident.

• There are constant values of Y for every value of K

• The data are related but represented by a nonlinear function.

The f-Test To test whether I3 = 0, we use a two-tailed test (since the actual relation-
ship is positive, negative, or zero). The test follows the t distribution for n - 2 degrees
of freedom.

t=	
216.439 = 5.659

s(b 1 )	 34.249
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EXHIBIT 18-18 Prediction and Confidence Bands Based on Proximity to X

Predictions	 15	 20	 25

where

b j was previously defined as the slope P,.

s(b) is the standard error of

We reject the null, l3 = 0, because the calculated t is greater than any t value for 8

degrees of freedom and u = .01.

The F Test Computer printouts generally contain air of variance (ANOVA)

table with an F test of the regression model. In bivariate [egression. I and I- tests pro-

duce the same results since t is equal to F In multiple regression, the F test has an

overall role for the model, and each of the independent variables is evaluated '. ith a

separate f-test. From the last chapter, recall that ANOVA partitions variance into coin-

portent parts. For regression, it comprises explained des tations. Y-- Y, and unexplained

deviations. Y F. Together they constitute the total deviation. F Y. This is shown

graphically in Exhibit 18-19. These sources of deviation are squared br all ohscrva-

tions and summed across the data points.
In Exhibit 18-20. we develop this concept sequentially concluding sjth the F lest

of the regression model for the wine data. Based on the results presented in that table,

we find statistical evidence of a linear relationshi p between variables. The alternatise

h y pothesis.... ^ 0. is accepted with F = 32.02. di'.. (1.8). p < .005. The null hypothesis

for the F test had the same effect asPt = 0 since we could select either test.

Coefficient of Determination In predicting the values of V without an y knowl-

edge of X. our best estimate would be Y. its mean. Each predicted value that does not
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EXHI8IT 18-19 Components of Variation

Y

/
(Xi . I',) Data point

(X, Yj) Regression
prediction

(. Y1) Means of
X and V
distributions

Y)

I:n
Unexplained variation

flExplained variation

Total variation

Residual (error)
---..

Regression

V

X

V

fail on V contributes to an error of estimate, (V - Y). The total squared error for several
predictions would be E(Y - Y)2 . By introducing known values of X into a regression
equation, we attempt to reduce this error even further. Naturally, this is an improvement
over using F, and the result is (2— 1'). The total improvement based on several estimatesis y - )2, the amount of variation explained by the relationship between X and V in
the regression. Based on the formula, the coefficient of determination is the ratio of the
line of best fit's error over that incurred by using V. One purpose of testing, then, is to
discover whether the regression equation is a more effective predictive device than the
mean of the dependent variable.

As in correlation, the coefficient of determination is symbolized by ?. It has sev-
eral purposes. As an index of fit, it is interpreted as the total proportion of variance in Y
explained by X. As a measure of linear relationship, it tells us how well the regression
line fits the data. It is also an important indicator of the predictive accuracy of the equa-
tion. Typically, we would like to have an r2 that explains 80 percent or more of the vari-
ation. Lower than that, predictive accuracy begins to fall off. The coefficient of
determination, r2, is calculated like this;

= §c
SS,	 SS,

For the wine price stud y. ? was found by using the data from the bottom of Exhibit 18-20.

- 1 - 2320368.49 - 80
-	 11607511.60 -.

Eighty percent of the variance in price may be explained by growing-season tempera-
tures. With actual data and multiple predictors, our results would improve.
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EXHIBIT 18-20 Progressive Application of Partitioned Variance Concept

(Y- Y)
	

(Y- Y)=
	

(i - fl'

Explained Variation
	

Unexplained Variation
	

Total Variation
(the regression relationship

	
(cannot be explained by

between X and })
	

the regression relationship

2

SSr
	 s.c5	 SSI

Sum of Squares Regression
	

Sum of Squares Error
	

Sum of Squares Total

Source	 Degrees of Freedom Sum of Squares

Regression	 I	 SS,-

Error	 n - 2

iota!	 SS,

Source	 Degrees of Freedom Sum of Squares

kegression	 I	 9287.143.11

Residual (error)	 8	 2,320368.49

Total	 11.607511.60

Mean Square
	

F Ratio

M5r
	 MS,

MS5

Mean Square
	

F Ratio

9287.14.111
	

32.02

791)046 06

+

Significance of F .0005
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Nonparametric Measures of Association 14

Measures for	 Nominal measures are used to assess the strength of relationships in cross-classification

Nominal Data	 tables, They are often used with chi-square or may be used separately. In this section,
we provide example, of three statistics based oil 	 and two that follow the pro-

portional reduction in error approach.
There is no fully satisfactory all-purpose measure for categorical data. Some are

adversely affected by table shape and number of cells; others are sensitive tb sample
size or marginals. It is perturbing to find similar statistics reporting different coefficients
for the same data. This occurs because of a statistic's particular sensitivity or the way it
was devised.

Technically, we would like to find two characteristics with nominal measures:

• When there is no relationship at all, the coefficient should be 0.

• When there is a complete dependency, the coefficient should display unity or I.

This does not always happen. In addition to the sensitivity problem, analysts should be
alerted to the need for careful selection of tests.

You may wish to review	 Chi-Square-Based Measures Exhibit 18-21 reports a 2 x 2 variation of the Con-

our discussion of chi-	 tainers Inc. shipping study on smoking and job-related accidents introduced in Chapter

square in Chapter 17. 	 17. In this example, the observed significance level is less than the testing level (a =

EXHIBIT 18-21 Chi-Square-Based Measures of Association

Chi-Square

Pearson
Community correction

Minimal expected frequency 15.030

Statistic

Phi
Cramer's V
Contingency coefficient C

Pearson chi-square probability.

Column
Total	 34	 32

Value	 d.f

6.16257	 1
499836	 1

Value

.30557
30557
.29223

Row
Total

31

35

Significance

0065
.02537

Approxinsafc
Significance

.01305

.0l305

.0l305

On-the-Job Accident

Count
Yes	 I No

Yes	 21	 It)

Smoker	 -
No	 13	 22



.05). and the null hypothesis is rejected. A correction to chi-square is provided. We now
turn to measures of association to detect the strength of the relationship. Notice that the
exhibit also provides an approximate significance of the coefficient based on the chi-
square distribution. This is a test of the null h y pothesis that no relationship exists

between the variables of accidents and smoking.
The first chi-square-based measure is applied to smoking and on-the-job acci-

dents. It is called phi (). Phi ranges from 0 to +1.0 and attempts to correct ' propor-

tionatel y to N. Phi is best employed with 2 x 2 tables like this one since its coefficient
can exceed + 1.0 when applied to larger tables. Phi is calculated:

	

1	 /16257 = .3056

	

V 	 V 66

Phi's coefficient shows a moderate relationship between smoking and job-related acci-
dents. There is no suggestion in this interpretation that one variable causes the other, nor
is there an indication of the direction of the relationship.

Cramer's V is a modification of phi for larger tables and has a range up to 1.0 for

tables of an y shape. It is calculated like this:

= 	 = .3056

V Nk-1)	 \	 66(1)

where

k = the lesser number of rows or columns.

In Exhibit 18-21, the coefficient is the same as phi.
The contingency coefficient C is reported last. It is not comparable to other mea-

sures and has a different upper limit for various table sues. The upper limits are deter-

mined as

V k

where

Ic = the number jf columns.

For a 2 x 2 table, the upper limit is .71: for a 3 x 3, 82; and for a 4 x 4. .87. Although
this statistic operates well with tables having the same number of rows as columns, its
upper-limit restriction is not consistent with a criterion of good association measure-

ment. C is calculated as

c=	 = I6 . 2_7 +66= .2922

V X2 +N \ 6.61625

The chief advantage of C is its ahilit' to accommodate data in almost every form:
skewed or normal, discrete or continuous, and nominal or ordinal.

Proportional Reduction in Error Proportional reduction In error (PRE) statis-

tics are the second t ype used with coru1ingenc tables. Lambda and tau are the examples
discussed here. The coefficient lambda (X) is based on how well the frequencies of one
nominal variable offer predictive evidence about the frequencies of another. Lambda is
asymmetrical--aliowing calculation for the direction of prediction—and symmetrical.
predicting row and column variables equally.
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EXHIBIT 18-22 Proportional Reduction In Error Measures

What is your opinion about capping executivec' sahirie,0

Count	 Favor
Row Pet.

	

Managerial	 %
82.0

Occupational	 White collar	 60
Class	 43.0

	

Blue collar	 30
20.0

Column	 180
Total	 45.0%

ChiSquore	 Value

Pearson	 98.38646
Likelihood ratio	 10496542

Minimum expected frequency 49.500

Statistic	 Value	 .4SEI

Lambda:
symmetric	 .30233	 .03955
with occupation dependent	 .24000	 .93820
with opinion dependent 	 .38889	 .04555

Goodman & Kruskal tau:
with occupation dependent	 .11669	 .02076
with opinion dependent 	 .24597	 .03979

* Based on chi-square approximation.

Do not	 Row
Favor	 Total

20	 11(1
18.0

81)	 140
57.0
-

120	 150
80.0

220	 400
55.0%	 100.0%

d.f.	 Significan

2	 .0Xl
2	 .00000

Approximate
T Value	 Significance

6.77902
5.69495
7.08010

.()X)00*

The computation of lambda is straightforward. In Exhibit 18-22, we have results
from an opinion survey with a sample of 400 shareholders. Only 180 out of 400
(45 percent) favor capping executives' salaries; 220 (55 percent) do not favor it. With
this information alone, if asked to predict the opinions of an individual in the sample,
we would achieve the best prediction record by always choosing the modal category.
Here it is "do not favor." By doing so, however, we would be wrong 180 out of 400
times. The probability estimate for an incorrect classification is .45, P( I) = (I - .55).

Now suppose we have prior information about the respondents' occupational status
and are asked to predict opinion. Would it improve predictive ability? Yes, we would
make the predictions by summing the probabilities of all cells that are not the modal
value for their rows (for example, cell [2, I) is 20/400 or .05):

P(2) = cell (1,2) .05 + cell (2, 1) .15 + cell (3, 1) .075 = .275
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Lambda is then calculated:

PO—)_ P21 -	 - 38
P(1)	 -	 45	 -

Note that the asymmetric lambda in Exhibit 18-22, where opinion is the dependent
variable, reflects this computation. As a result of knowing the respondents' occupa-
tional classification, we improve our prediction by 39 percent. If we wish to predict
occupational classification from opinion instead of the opposite, a A of .24 would be
secured. This means that 24 percent of the error in predicting occupational class is elim-
inated by knowledge of opinion on the executives' salary question. Lambda varies
between 0 and 1, corresponding with no ability to eliminate errors to elimination of all
errors of prediction.

Goodman and Kruskal's tau (t) uses table marginals to reduce prediction errors. In
predicting opinion on executives' salaries without any knowledge of occupational class,
we would expect a 50.5 percent correct classification and a 49.5 percent probability of
error. These are based on the column marginal percentages in Exhibit 18-22.

Column Marginal	 Column Percent	 Correct Cases

•	 180	 *	 45	 =	 81
220	 55	 =	 121

Total correct classification	 202

Correct classification of the opinion variable = .505 = 202

Probability of error, P(I) =(I -.505) = .495

When additional knowledge of occupational class is used, info'ivation for correct
classification of the opinion variable is improved to 62.7 percent with a 37.3 percent
probability of error. This is obtained by using the cell counts and marginals for occupai
tional class (refer to Exhibit 18-22), as shown below:

Row 	 ()90+()20
110	 110

I 60\Row 
140	 140

S	 73.6364 + 3.6364	 r	 772727

=	 25.7143+45.7142	 =	 71.4286

Row 3 ()30+(1)120 = 6.0+96.0 = 102.0000

Total correct classification (with additional information on occupational class) 2507013

Correct classification of opinion variable = .627 =

Probability of error. P(2) = (1 -.627) =373

Tau is then computed like this:

=

=	 -	
= .246

P(1)	 .495
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Measures
for Ordinal Data

Exhibit 18-22 shows that the inforniatitn about occupational class has reduced error in
predicting opinion to approximately 25 percent. The table also contains information on
the test of the null hypothesis that tau = 0 with an approximate observed significance
level and asymptotic error (for developing confidence intervals). Based on the small
observed significance level, we would conclude that tau is significantly different from a
coefficient of 0 and that there is an association between opinion on executives' salaries
and occupational class in the population from which the sample was selected. We can
also establish the confidence level for the coefficient at the 95 percent level as approxi

mately .25 ± .04.

When data require ordinal measures, there are several statistical alternatives. In this

section we will illustrate:

• Gamma.

• Kendall's tau b and tau c.

• Somers'sd.

• Spearnian's rho.
All but Speaaman's rank-order correlation are based on the concept of concordant and
discordani pairs. None of these Statistics require the assumption of a bivanate normal
distribution, yet by incorporating order, most produce a range from 1.0 (a perfect neg-
ative relationship) to +1.0 (a perfect positive one). Within this range, a coefficient with
a larger magnitude (absolute value of the measure) is interpreted as having a stronger
relationship. These characteristics allow the analyst to interpret both the direction and

the strength of the relationship.
Exhibit 18-23 presents data for 70 managerial employees of KeyDesign, a large

industrial design firm. All 70 employees have been evaluated for coronary risk by the
firm's health insurer l'he management levels are ranked, as are the fitness assessments
by the physicians. it we were to use a nominal measure of association with this data

(such as Cramer's V), the computed value of the statistic would be positive since order
is not present in nominal data. But using ordinal measures of association reveals the
actual nature of the relationship In this example, all coefficients have negative signs.

The information in the exhibit has been arranged so the number of concordant and

discordant pairs of individual observations may be calculated. When a subject that
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EXHIBIT 18-23 Tabled Ranks for Management and Fitness Levels at Key Design

Management Level

Count	 j	 Lower	 Middle	 Upper

High
	

14	 4

Fitness	 Moderate	 18	 6

Low	 2	 6

34	 If,

Stat/ct/c

Gamma
Kendall's mu h
Kendall's tau c
Somers's d

Svnimernc
With fitness dependent
With management-level dcperrdcnt

Tile 
r value for each coefficient is -5.86451.

2
,J	 20

2.	
j	

26

If,	 24

20	 70

Value'

-.70242
-.51279
49714

-.51263
-.5259]
-.500(53

ranks higher on one variable also ranks higher on the other variable, the pairs of obser-

vations are said to he concordant. If a higher ranking on one variable is accompanied

by a lower ranking on the other variable, the pairs of observations are discordant. Let
P stand for concordant pairs and Q stand for discordant. When concordant pairs exceed
discordant pairs in a P — Q relationship, the statistic reports a positive association
between the variables under study. As discordant pairs increase over concordant pairs,

the association becomes negative. A balance indicates no relationship between the vari-

ables. Exhibit 18-24 summarizes the procedure for calculating the summary terms
needed in all the Statistics we are about to discuss,°

Goodman and Kruskal's gamma (:y) is a statistic that compares concordant and dis-
cordant pairs and then standardizes the outcome by inarirniiing the value of the denom-

inator. It has a proportional reduction in error (PRE) interpretation that connects nicely

with what we already brow about PRE nominal measures. Gamma is defined as

P-Q	 172-984 -812

= P + Q 172 + 984 =	
6 = -.7024

For the fitness data, we conclude that as ntanaeme1tt level increases, fitness

decreases. This is immediate[ apparent from the larger number of discordant pairs. A
more precise explanation for gamma takes its absolute value (ignoring the sign) and
relates it to PRE. H)potheticall y , if one was tryin g to predict whether the pairs were
concordant or discordant, one mi g ht flip a coin and classify the outcome. A better way
is to make the prediction based oil the preponderance of concordance or discordance;
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EXHIBIT 18-24 Calculation of Concordant (P), Discordant (Q), TIed (T.T,), and Total Paired

observations: KeyDesign Example

Management	 -	 -

lrrMWk ' T	 -

It

Total n(n— 1)/2=7O(69)/2 	 2,415
pairs 

Concordat'
pairs

2(6+18+  2)	 •	 4il	 2)	 2(6+2)•	 (_-	 172

Da,rdan1 ii]

	 a...i

146±2+6+16)	 4(2+16)	 18(6+16)	 +	 o(tf-)	 = 984

20

Tied	
791

26	 2222
Total tiedpain

24	
fitness

871

1 Total tied
-	 management

where T is the total pain of ties on the column variable

TY

-	 : -
	

is the total pails of ties on the row variable

m,j are the marginals
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the absolute value of gamma is the proportional reduction in error when prediction is
done the second way. For example, you would get a 50 percent hit ratio using the coin.
A PRE of .70 improves your hit ratio to 85 percent (.50 x 70) + (.50) = .85.

With a y of —.70, 85 percent of the pairs are discordant and .15 percent are concor-
dant) 6 There are almost SIX times as many discordant pairs as concordant pairs. In Situ-
ations where the data call for a 2 x 2 table, the appropriate modification of gamma is
Yule's Q.17

Kendall's tau b (tb) is a refinement of gamma that considers tied pairs. A tied pair
occurs when subjects have the same value on the X variable, on the V variable, or on
both. For a given sample size, there are n(n - 1)/2 pairs of observations. 18 After concor-
dant pairs and discordant pairs are removed, the remainder are tied. Tau b does not have
a PRE interpretation but does provide a range of —1.0 to +1.0 for square tables. Its com-
pensation for ties uses the information found in Exhibit J. 8-24. It may be calculated as

Tb	
P—Q

T	
(r_1. Tnn

\	 2 - A 2 -

=	 1Z_T984 ____ =—.5128
'/(2415— 871)(2415 —791)

Kendall's tau c ('r3 is another adjustment to the basic P - Q relationship of gamma.
This approach to ordinal association is suitable for tables of any size. Although we illus-
trate tau c, we would select tau h since the cross-classification table l'or the fitness data
is square. The adjustment for table shape is seen in the formula

2m(P - Q)	 2(3)(1 72 - 984)=	
—1) =	 (7Q)2(3 - 1'	

- .4971

where in is the smaller number of rows or columns.
Somers's d rounds out our coverage of statistics employing the concept of concor-

dant-discordant pairs. This Statistic's utility comes from its ability to compensate for
tied ranks and adjust for the direction of the dependent variable. Again, we refer to the
preliminary calculations provided in Exhibit 18-24 to Compute the symmetric and
asymmetric ds. As before, the symmetric coefficient (equation 3) takes the row and col-
umn variables into account equally. The second and third calculations show fitness as
the dependent and management level as the dependent. respectively.

d = --	 - , i? — -- 5126
° n(n - 1)— TT/2 - 1584 - '	 (3)

d -
	 (P—Q)	 —812

=2415-871 =—.5259
	 (4)

2

d= ._: 2L_ - —812
-Y	

TY	

2415-791
—---=—.500O	 (5)

2

The Spearman's rho (p) correlation is a popular ordinal measure. Along with
Kendall's tau, it is among the most widely used of ordinal techniques Rho correlates
ranks between two ordered variables. Occasionally, researchers find continuous vari-
ables with too many abnormalities to correct, Then scores may be reduced to ranks and
calculated with Spearrnan's rho.
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As a special form of Pearson's product moment correlation. rhos strengths out-
weigh its weaknesses. When data are transformed by logs or squaring, rho remains
unaffected. Second, outliers or extreme scores that were troublesome before ranking no
longer pose a threat since the largest number in the distribution is equal to the sample
size. Third, it is an easy statistic to compute. The major deficiency is its sensitivity o
tied ranks. Too many ties distort the coefficient's size. However, there are rrely too
many ties to justify the coiTe.ctloil formulas available.

To illustrate the use of rho, consider a situation where Dean Merrill, a brokerage
firm, is recruiting account executive trainees. Assume the field has been narrowed to If)
applicants for final evaluation. lhey arrive at the company headquarters, go through a
batters of tests, and are interviewed by a panel of three executives. The test result, are
evaluated by an industrial psychologist who then ranks the 10 candidates. The execu-
tives produce a composite ranking based on the interviews. Your task is to decide how
well these two sets of ranking agree. Exhibit 18-25 contains the data and preliminary
calculations. Substituting into the equation, we get

r - 1 -	 - _)_._ - 654
(10)-10 -.

where n is the number of subjects being ranked.
The relationship between the panel's and the psychologist's ranking is moderately

high, suggesting agreement between the two measures. The test of the null hypothesis
that there is no relationship between the measures (r, = 0) is rejected at the .05 level

with n - 2 degrees of freedom.

t=[4= [iI=2.45
1—r5	 t' 1-4277

EXHIBIT 18-25 Dean Merrill Data for Spearinan's rho

Rank •

35	 6	 .5	 6.25

2	 10	 5	 5	 25.00

3	 6.5	 8	 -1.5	 2.25

4	 2	 1.5	 0.5	 0.25

5	 1	 3	 —2	 4.00

6	 9	 7	 2	 4.00

7	 3.5	 1.5	 2	 4.00

S	 6.5	 9	 -2.5	 6.25

9	 8	 10	 —2	 4.00

10	 5	 4	 1	 L00

57.00

Note: Tied ranks were assigned the average (of ranks) as if no ties had occurred.
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Mai 1c1it uc'iiun5 frequently involve relationships between two or inure variables.
Correlation analysis may be applied to study such relationships. A correct correlational
hypothesis states that the variables occur together in some specified manner without

implying that one causes the other.

2	 Parametric correlation requires two continuous variables measured on an interval or
i atio scale The product moment correlation coefficient represents an index of the mag-
nitude of the relationship: Its sign governs the direction and its square explains the corn-
mon variance. Bivariate correlation treats X and Y variables symmetrical

l
y and is

intended for use with variables that ate linearly related.
Scatterplots allow the researcher to visually inspect relationship data for appropri-

ateness of the selected statistic. The direction, magnitude, and shape of a relationship
are conveyed in a plot The shape of linear relationships is characterized b y 's straight

line whereas nonlinear relationships are curvilinear or parabolic or have other curva-
Itire he assumptions of linearity and bivariate normal distribution ma y be checked

through plots and diagnostic tests.
\ correlation matrix jsa table used to displa y coefficients for more than two van-

ables. Matrices form the basis for computation and understanding of the nature of rela-
nonships in multiple regression. discriminant analysis, factor analysis, and many

- .	 multivariate techniques.
A correlation coefficient of any magnitude or sign, regardless of statistical signifi-

cance, does not imply causation. Similarly, a coefficient is not remarkable simply

- .	 .	 because it is statistically significant. Practical significance should be considered in
interpreting and repoiing findings.

3

..	 4

5

Regression analysis is used to further our insight into the relationship of V with X. When

we take the observed values of X to estimate or predict corresponding V 'values, the
process is called simple prediction. When more than one X variable is used, the out-
conic is a function of multiple predictors. Simple and multiple predictions are made

with regression analysis.
A straight line is fundamentally the best way to model the relationship between two

continuous variables. The method of least squares allows us to find a regression line, or
line of best fit, that minimizes errors in drawing the line. It uses the criterion of mini-
mizing the total squared errors of estimate. Point predictions made from well .-fitted data

are subject to error. Prediction and confidence bands may be used to find a range of
probable values for Y based on the chosen predictor. The hands are shaped in such a
way that predictors farther from the mean have larger band widths.

We test regression models for linearity and to discover whether the equation is effective
in fitting the data. An important test in bivariate linear regression is whether the slope is
equal to zero. In bivariate regression. i-tests and F tests of the regression produce the

same result since t2 is equal to F

Often the assumptions or the required measurement level for parametric techniques
cannot he mcI. Nonparanietric measures of association offer alternatives. Nominal mea-
sures of association are used to assess the strength of relationships in cross-classifica-
tion tables. They are often used in conjunction with chi-square or may be based on the
proportional reduction in error (PRE) approach.
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Phi ranges from 0 to + 1.0 and attempts to correct chi-square proportionately to N.
Phi is best employed with 2 x 2 tables. Cramer's V is a modification of phi for larger
tables and has a range up to 1.0 for tables of any configuration. Lambda, a PRE statis-
tic, is based on how well the frequencies of one nominal variable offer predictive evi-
dence about the frequencies of another. Goodman and Kruskal's tau uses table
marginals to reduce prediction errors.

Measures for ordinal data include gamma. Kendall's tau 1' and tau c, Somers's d, and
Spearman's rho. All but Spearman's rank order correlation are based on the concept of
concordant and discordant pairs. None of these statistics require the assumption of a bivan-
ate normal distribution, yet by incorporating order. rno.t produce a range from —Ito +1.

KEY TERMS	 ...	
1

artifact correlations 598
bivariare correlation analysis 570
bivariate normal distribution 574
chi-square-based measures 593

contingency coefficient C 593
Cramer's V 593
Phi (0) 593

coefficient of determination 575
concordant 597
correlation matrix 577
discordant 597

error term 583	 iu-ir.i,nelation coefficient 570
goodness of fit 588	 prediction and confidence bands 588
lambda (),) 593	 proportional reduction in error
linearity 574	 (PRE) 593
method of least squares 584	 regression analysis 580
ordinal measures 596'	 regression coefficients 581

gamma (	 597	 intercept 581
Somei's'sd 599	 slope 581
Spearxnan's rho (p) 599	 residual 586
tail b ('t5) 599	 scatterplots 571
tau c (ce) 599	 tau (t) 595

Company	 Scenario

Containers Inc.'
	

Implementing a smoke-free workplace policy by evaluating
the relationship between accidents and smoking.

Dean Merrill'
	

A brokerage firm uses an ordinal measure of association
in recruiting account executive trainees.

European MBA	 Specialty programs in business administration reflect
programs	 emerging market niches.

Forbes 500 data	 The relationship between cash flow and net profits in
10 companies.

KeyDesign'	 Managerial employees at a large industrial design firm
are evaluated for coronary risk,

McDonald's	 Evaluating the effectivenei s of a cashless payment systeni,
Mobil Oil Corp.	 Originator of the Speedpass system now being tested by
(Speedpass)	 select McDonald's restaurants in the Chicagoland area.

F

UCLA, U of PA.	 Business schools with wine clubs.	 57
UC-Berkeley, Columbia,
Harvard, Yale, and
Northwestern universities

'Due to the conlidendal and proprietary nature of most research, the names of some companies have been
changed.

Page

592

600

582

575

596

5%

596
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Terms in Review	 1. Distinguish between the follov.ing.

a. Regression coefficient and correlation co efficient -

b. r=Oandp = O-

. The test of the true slope, the test of the intercept, and r = ft.

4,ndr

e A}ope of

F and I

2. N Crj rc the relationship between the two variables in the four plota.

il

.	 r
p

L
Making Research	 3. A tax on the market value of stock and bond 

transactions has been proposed as one remedy

Decisions	
for the budget deficit. The following data were càfleeted on a sample of 60 registered voters

by a Ping organization.

Favorable

-	 Undecided

Unfavorable

-	 a. Compote gamma for the table.

b Compute tau bor tau c for the

..	
.

15
-7

10	 8—

0	 2	 18
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c. What accounts for the differences?

i Decide which is more suitable for this data.
4. Using the table data in question 3, compute Somers's dsymmetric and then use opinion as

the dependent variable. Decide which approach is best for reporting the decision.
5. A research team conducted a study of voting preferences among 130 registered Democrats

and 130 registered Republicans before an election on a specific tax proposal. They secured
the following results:

Favor	 Against

Democrats	 50	 80
Republicans	 90	 40

Calculate an appropriate measure of association and decide how to present your results.

6. Using this data,

3	 6

6	 10

9
	

15

12
	

24

15

]8
	

"0

a. Create a scatterplot. 	 ... -	 . ...

b. Find the least-squares line. 	 .	 .
c. Plot the line on the diagram.

d. Predict; Y jfXjs 10.
YlfXjs 17.

7. A home pregnancy test claims to be 97 percent accurate when consumers obtain a positive
result. To what extent are the variables of "actual clinical condition" and "te,,t readings"
related?

a Compute phi. Crarnet-s V and the contingency coefficient for the table below, What can
you say 'hoot the 'arcngth of the relationship he3see p the two variables'
(	 Jo tot this data. What ri.................... 0 '

41 WaLe	 33 rnna ir, r,

Not pregnant	 IS innacurate	 183 accurate	 198
blat	 466	 219	 685

From Concept
to Practice
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8. Fill in the missing blocks for the ANOVA summary table on net profits and market value
used with regression analysis.

Regisiii	 I	 II !t0 4

Error	 [	 j	 116104.63

Total	 9	 12045832.50

a. ' What does the F tell you? (a' .°S ).	-.

':	 1	 b. What is the  value? Explain its meaning.

9. Using a crnputer program, pndiice a c relation Trainx

103400	 151000	 69700	 82b0	 12650

956.00	 785.00	 1271.00	 89.00	 191.20	 5.00

1890400	 2533.00	 1783.00	 176,00	 267.00	 44.00

1133.00	 532.00	 752.00	 8230	 137.10	 2.10

11682.00	 3790.00	 4149.00	 413.50	 806.80	 11.90

6080.00	 635.00	 291.00	 18.10	 35.20	 3.70

31044.00 3296.00	 2705.00	 337.30	 425.50	 20.10

5878.0()	 3204.00	 2100.00	 145.80	 380.00	 10.80

1721.00	 981.00	 1573.00	 172.60	 326.60	 1.90

2135.00	 2268.00	 2634.00	 247.20	 355.50	 21,20

10. Secure Spearnian rank-order correlations ibe the largest Pearson coefficient in the maths
from question 9. Explain the differences between the two findings.

11. Using the matrix data in question 9, select a pair of variables and run a simple regression.
Then investigate the apppriatencsS of the model for the data using diagnostic tools for
evaluating assumptions.

12. Forthe data be1ow,

25	 5	 9	 25

19	 7	 8	 26

17	 12	 7	 28

1	 23	 .	 3	 20

12	 20	 ..	 .	 . .	 .	 .. .
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on betwee an
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b. interpret the sign of the correlation.

	

•	 t. lnttbt square ofthecorrelation. 	 .,

-	 '.	 4, Ptt the Iea sqflarea lit e,	 ...
e. ThOc Watfeatio

	

•	 (2)r=0.

(3) AnFtest.

	

WWW Exeiisee	 Visit our website for Internet exercises related to this chapter at
wwwmhhe.com/business/cooper8

MASTERING TEACHER LEADERSHIP	 PERFORMANCE VALUATION

BRAZING OPERATION
DtREflON

OVERDUE B1U.S	 WORKLOAD RATINGS

All cases indicating &.video icon are located on the Instructor's Videotape Supplement. All nonvideo cases are in the ease
section of the textbook. All cases indicating a CD icon offer a data set, which is located on the accompanying CD.

REFERENCE NOTES

1. Typca11y, we plot the x (independent) variable on the horizon -
tal axis and the y (dependent) variable on the vertical axe,
Although correlation does not distinguish between independent
W dependent variables, the convention is useful for corals-
saucy in ploiting and will he used later with regression.

2. 1. 4. Anscombe."Graphs in Statistical Analysis," American
&aiisticiwt 27 t 1973), pp. 17-21. Cited in Samprix Chaitesae
and Bertram Price, Regression Analysis 4v Example (New
York: Wiley, 1977), pp. 7-9.

& Arnie D. Aezel, Complete Business Stmfrticr, 2nd ed. (Home-
wood. IL; Irwin, 1993). p. 433.

4 The coefficient for net profits and cash &w in the example cal-
culation used a subsample (o 10) and was found to be 93.
The matrix shows the coefficient as 95. The matrix calculation
was based on the larger aampte (a tOO).

5 This section is partially based on the concepts developed by
manae4 J. Mason and Wi llins J. Bramble, U4ersranding and

Conducting Reseanh (New Yode McGraw-flu], 1989), pp
1724; and elaborated in greater detail- by Acrel, Complete
Business Stalithcs, pp. 414-29.

6. 'Thchnically. estimation uses a concurrent criterion variable
where prediction uses a future criterion. The statisticalproce-
dure is the same in either case.

Peter Pas&elt, "Can With Thvdsct a Wine? An Economist Takes a
Swipe at Some Noses," In erosional Herald Tsibame, March 5,
1990, p. I; Jacques Neher. "ibp Quality Bordeaux Cellar is an
Excellent Buy," International Herald Tribtme, July 9. 1 9%, p. .

& See Alan Agresti and Barbara Finlay, S$ansttcnl Methods for
the Social Sciences (San Francisco: Dellen Pubhalsmg. 19961,
pp. 245-49. Also see the rhscissswn of basic regression models
in John Net", William Wasserman, and Michael IL Kutner
Applied fine'ar S'lsziskrd Models (Homewood, IL. Irwin,
1990), pp. 23-49.

9. We distinguish between the error terms c = Y, E{ }'J and the
residual e, = (1, 1J. The first is based on the vCi'ti.al deviation
of 1', from the true regression line. It is unknown and estimated.
The second is the vertical deviation of Y, frosts the fitted P on
the estimated line. See Neter et al.. Applied Linear Statistical
Motfrtt p 47.

10. For furthet informatio& on software-generated regression diag-
nostics, see the most current release of software manuals for
SPSS. MJNTrAB. BMDP. and SAS.

11. Aczel, Complete Business Statistics, p. 434.
12, This calculation is normally listed as the standard error of the

slope (SE B) on computer printouts. For these data it is fwlher
defined as:
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538.559	 )art, Jr., Noaparametnc Statistics for the Behavioral Sciences,
s(b,) 

+	 =V l98 249 38.249
	 2nd ed. (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1988)

15. Calculation of concordant and discordant pairs is adapted from
when: 	 Agreati and Hniay, Statistical Methodt for the Social Sciences.

a =The standard error of espmate (and the aqaare runt of the	 pp. 221-23.
mean square error of the regxeaaion)	 16. We know that the percentage of concordant plus the percentage

55 The sum of squares for the X variable 	 of disairdant pairs sums to 1.0 We also know their difference
13. Computer printouts use uppercase (R) because most pence-	 is -70 The only mlm&ts satisfying these two conditions are

dares are wrsueo 
accept multiple and bivamate regression,	 .Sand 15(85+ 15= 10, 15.- 85-70)

14, The table output for this section ha1,een modified from SPS$	 17. G. U. Yule and M G Kendall. An Immduciioi.s to the Theo'-s of
and is described in Norusi/SPS, Inc. SF55 Rose System	 Snmsiscs (New Yo& Hafner, 1950)
User's Guide. For further discussion and examples of nonpara- 	 18, M, G. KesyIalJ, Ran,	 Merhod,, 4th cj (London
metric measures of association. sec S Siegel and N. I Castel- 	 Charles W. tJnfiIn. 1970)

REFERENCES FOR SNAPSHOTS AND CAPTIONS

Business School Wine Clubs	 Speedpass
E. Zelko, "Graduate's of Win Wine Spectator 24, no. 15 (January	 "Mcf)otskt's Aceept Spcedpass for Fast Stomach Fill Up," pies
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